The Kemp Model of Instructional Design

1) Instructional Design → Kemp Model
2) Interactive presentation styles to engage learners → Prezi, Nearpod, games, Pecha Kucha

Evaluation
1) Evaluation form for attendees, also online?
2) My own self-assessments
3) Feedback from Mary + Melissa?

Support Services
1) Mary Maudlin + Melissa Hortman
2) Tegrity support?
3) Adequate room size + format?

Topics
1) Faculty from multiple health professions, staff, learners
2) Mix of types of teachers (didactic vs. clinical vs. online)
3) Very engaged
4) Repeat attendees from previous Apple Trees

Learner Characteristics
1) Use the Kemp model to improve presentations + curricula
2) Identify which presentation format works best for a talk
3) Design presentations to more actively engage learners

Pre-assess
1) Previous family med faculty development session
2) Early open-ended question

Goals & Objectives
1) Kemp model overview + discussion
2) Prezi presentation
3) Nearpod overview
4) Example Pecha Kucha
5) Game Templates

T & L Activities
1) Lecture via Prezi
2) Nearpod tutorial
3) Q&A
4) Video clip
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